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K5 Math Sample Lesson: Click to Play Grade 5: Help Raleigh uncover the lost temple by plotting ordered
pairs on the grid. Grade 5 Geometry Help Raleigh uncover the lost temple by plotting ordered pairs on the
grid. An award-winning online math program for kids K5 Math will help your child gain skills and confidence
in elementary school math. Math skills are critical Good math skills are critical to success in school.
Unfortunately, many children never grasp the fundamentals and some even develop math-related anxieties.
Comprehensive and research-based online math enrichment program K5 Math is a comprehensive
award-winning online math curriculum which has been used by tens of thousands of kids. The program
includes over 1, research-based online math lessons and activities. Numbers and Operations â€” elementary
school arithmetic from simple counting through fractions and beyond. Measurement â€” measurement
concepts, including telling time and counting money. Geometry â€” characteristics and properties of geometric
shapes. Algebra - patterns, relations, functions, use of models and algebraic symbols. Data Analysis collecting, organizing, displaying and analyzing data Learning through real-world scenarios Kids need to
understand math in a tangible rather than an abstract way. For example, students learn: Students are then
placed at an appropriate level in each skill area to continue to learn at their standard and at their own pace.
Kids work at their skill level, not grade level A child may be placed at an early Grade 3 level in geometry and
a mid-Grade 1 level in phonics, or visa versa, depending on his skills. Our Guide to Math Levels summarizes
what is covered in each level in each skill area. Kids work independently K5 minimizes the burden on parents.
Point and click interfaces and repeated spoken instructions allows kids as young as 4 to use K5 Math
independently. Lesson sequence is controlled Our online math lessons are automatically chosen by the system.
Full instruction, not just quizzes All of our math lessons start with a full interactive tutorial so kids can learn
new concepts, not just practice what they have learned elsewhere. Tutorials are followed by practice sessions
and finally a quiz. Interactivity enhances the learning experience Math concepts are introduced through
interactive animations, virtual manipulatives and models. Feedback is immediate to keep kids engaged K5
Math lets your child know right away when they get something right or wrong. Kids remember better when
they receive immediate feedback. Computer based learning can decrease math anxiety Computers are
completely patient and impartial. Students learn at their own pace without feeling that they are being judged.
In math, it is important to build confidence and avoid anxiety. Bite-sized lessons provide flexibility Lessons
are broken into minute segments so that study sessions can be short and flexible. Most kids learn better with
more frequent but shorter study sessions. K5 Learning offers reading and math worksheets, workbooks and an
online reading and math program for kids in kindergarten to grade 5. In our online program, kids work at their
own level and their own pace through a personalized curriculum of reading and math lessons; each lesson is
accompanied by customized printable worksheets for further study. K5 helps your children build good study
habits and excel in school. Free trial We offer a day free trial of our online program. The free trial includes
free reading and math assessments.
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Why Do Buses Come in Threes? Geometry using our favorite Zome System pieces! The victim manages to
leave gruesome clues at the scene that only his granddaughter, noted cryptographer Sophie Neveu, and Robert
Langdon, a famed symbologist, can untangle What he discovers is unimaginable: Desperate to save the
Vatican from a powerful time bomb, Langdon joins mysterious scientist Vittoria Vetra, to embark on a frantic
hunt through sealed crypts, dangerous catacombs, deserted cathedrals Prequel to The Da Vinci Code sexual
and violent content, offends some by overlap of fact and fiction Deception Point by Dan Brown When a
NASA satellite discovers an astonishingly rare object buried deep in the Arctic ice, the floundering space
agency proclaims a much-needed victory. To verify the authenticity, the White House calls upon the skills of
intelligence analyst Rachel Sexton. Accompanied by a team of experts, Rachel travels to the Arctic and
uncovers the unthinkable: What she uncovers sends shock waves through the corridors of power. The NSA is
being held hostage--not by guns or bombs -- but by a code so complex Levitt and Stephen J. Instead, Dubner
and Levitt deconstruct everything from the organizational structure of drug-dealing gangs to baby-naming
patterns. Underlying all these research subjects is a belief that complex phenomena can be understood if we
find the right perspective In Pursuit of the Unknown: Current debates in astronomy and cosmology, physics
and astrophysics, biology and paleontology, neuroscience, geology, chemistry, and energy For All Ages! G Is
for Googol: Colouring Adventures in Numberland kids through adults! From fractals to repeating geometric
shapes to cells and other organic designs, images made of animals, knots, and more. Designs range from
simple to incredibly intricate. Plus instructions to create your own patterns and designs and includes several
geometric based games and activities Also enjoy Patterns in the Universe! What is the Name of this Book?:
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Multi-objective optimization Adding more than one objective to an optimization problem adds complexity.
For example, to optimize a structural design, one would desire a design that is both light and rigid. When two
objectives conflict, a trade-off must be created. There may be one lightest design, one stiffest design, and an
infinite number of designs that are some compromise of weight and rigidity. The set of trade-off designs that
cannot be improved upon according to one criterion without hurting another criterion is known as the Pareto
set. The curve created plotting weight against stiffness of the best designs is known as the Pareto frontier. A
design is judged to be "Pareto optimal" equivalently, "Pareto efficient" or in the Pareto set if it is not
dominated by any other design: If it is worse than another design in some respects and no better in any respect,
then it is dominated and is not Pareto optimal. The choice among "Pareto optimal" solutions to determine the
"favorite solution" is delegated to the decision maker. In other words, defining the problem as multi-objective
optimization signals that some information is missing: In some cases, the missing information can be derived
by interactive sessions with the decision maker. Multi-objective optimization problems have been generalized
further into vector optimization problems where the partial ordering is no longer given by the Pareto ordering.
Multi-modal optimization[ edit ] Optimization problems are often multi-modal; that is, they possess multiple
good solutions. They could all be globally good same cost function value or there could be a mix of globally
good and locally good solutions. Obtaining all or at least some of the multiple solutions is the goal of a
multi-modal optimizer. Classical optimization techniques due to their iterative approach do not perform
satisfactorily when they are used to obtain multiple solutions, since it is not guaranteed that different solutions
will be obtained even with different starting points in multiple runs of the algorithm. Evolutionary algorithms ,
however, are a very popular approach to obtain multiple solutions in a multi-modal optimization task.
Classification of critical points and extrema[ edit ] Feasibility problem[ edit ] The satisfiability problem , also
called the feasibility problem, is just the problem of finding any feasible solution at all without regard to
objective value. This can be regarded as the special case of mathematical optimization where the objective
value is the same for every solution, and thus any solution is optimal. Many optimization algorithms need to
start from a feasible point. One way to obtain such a point is to relax the feasibility conditions using a slack
variable ; with enough slack, any starting point is feasible. Then, minimize that slack variable until slack is
null or negative. Existence[ edit ] The extreme value theorem of Karl Weierstrass states that a continuous
real-valued function on a compact set attains its maximum and minimum value. More generally, a lower
semi-continuous function on a compact set attains its minimum; an upper semi-continuous function on a
compact set attains its maximum. More generally, they may be found at critical points , where the first
derivative or gradient of the objective function is zero or is undefined, or on the boundary of the choice set.
Optima of equality-constrained problems can be found by the Lagrange multiplier method. Sufficient
conditions for optimality[ edit ] While the first derivative test identifies points that might be extrema, this test
does not distinguish a point that is a minimum from one that is a maximum or one that is neither. When the
objective function is twice differentiable, these cases can be distinguished by checking the second derivative
or the matrix of second derivatives called the Hessian matrix in unconstrained problems, or the matrix of
second derivatives of the objective function and the constraints called the bordered Hessian in constrained
problems. If a candidate solution satisfies the first-order conditions, then satisfaction of the second-order
conditions as well is sufficient to establish at least local optimality. Sensitivity and continuity of optima[ edit ]
The envelope theorem describes how the value of an optimal solution changes when an underlying parameter
changes. The process of computing this change is called comparative statics. The maximum theorem of
Claude Berge describes the continuity of an optimal solution as a function of underlying parameters. Calculus
of optimization[ edit ] See also: More generally, a zero subgradient certifies that a local minimum has been
found for minimization problems with convex functions and other locally Lipschitz functions. Further, critical
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points can be classified using the definiteness of the Hessian matrix: If the Hessian is positive definite at a
critical point, then the point is a local minimum; if the Hessian matrix is negative definite, then the point is a
local maximum; finally, if indefinite, then the point is some kind of saddle point. Constrained problems can
often be transformed into unconstrained problems with the help of Lagrange multipliers. Lagrangian
relaxation can also provide approximate solutions to difficult constrained problems. When the objective
function is convex , then any local minimum will also be a global minimum. There exist efficient numerical
techniques for minimizing convex functions, such as interior-point methods. Computational optimization
techniques[ edit ] To solve problems, researchers may use algorithms that terminate in a finite number of
steps, or iterative methods that converge to a solution on some specified class of problems , or heuristics that
may provide approximate solutions to some problems although their iterates need not converge.
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Archimedes used the method of exhaustion to approximate the value of pi. The history of mathematics can be
seen as an ever-increasing series of abstractions. The first abstraction, which is shared by many animals, [16]
was probably that of numbers: Many early texts mention Pythagorean triples and so, by inference, the
Pythagorean theorem seems to be the most ancient and widespread mathematical development after basic
arithmetic and geometry. It is in Babylonian mathematics that elementary arithmetic addition , subtraction ,
multiplication and division first appear in the archaeological record. The Babylonians also possessed a
place-value system, and used a sexagesimal numeral system, still in use today for measuring angles and time.
His textbook Elements is widely considered the most successful and influential textbook of all time. Other
notable developments of Indian mathematics include the modern definition of sine and cosine , and an early
form of infinite series. The most notable achievement of Islamic mathematics was the development of algebra.
Other notable achievements of the Islamic period are advances in spherical trigonometry and the addition of
the decimal point to the Arabic numeral system. During the early modern period , mathematics began to
develop at an accelerating pace in Western Europe. The development of calculus by Newton and Leibniz in
the 17th century revolutionized mathematics. Leonhard Euler was the most notable mathematician of the 18th
century, contributing numerous theorems and discoveries. Perhaps the foremost mathematician of the 19th
century was the German mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss , who made numerous contributions to fields
such as algebra , analysis , differential geometry , matrix theory , number theory , and statistics. Mathematics
has since been greatly extended, and there has been a fruitful interaction between mathematics and science, to
the benefit of both. Mathematical discoveries continue to be made today. According to Mikhail B. The
overwhelming majority of works in this ocean contain new mathematical theorems and their proofs. The word
for "mathematics" came to have the narrower and more technical meaning "mathematical study" even in
Classical times. In Latin, and in English until around , the term mathematics more commonly meant
"astrology" or sometimes "astronomy" rather than "mathematics"; the meaning gradually changed to its
present one from about to This has resulted in several mistranslations. It is often shortened to maths or, in
North America, math. Today, no consensus on the definition of mathematics prevails, even among
professionals. Brouwer , identify mathematics with certain mental phenomena. An example of an intuitionist
definition is "Mathematics is the mental activity which consists in carrying out constructs one after the other.
In particular, while other philosophies of mathematics allow objects that can be proved to exist even though
they cannot be constructed, intuitionism allows only mathematical objects that one can actually construct.
Formalist definitions identify mathematics with its symbols and the rules for operating on them. Haskell Curry
defined mathematics simply as "the science of formal systems". In formal systems, the word axiom has a
special meaning, different from the ordinary meaning of "a self-evident truth". In formal systems, an axiom is
a combination of tokens that is included in a given formal system without needing to be derived using the
rules of the system. Mathematics as science Carl Friedrich Gauss , known as the prince of mathematicians The
German mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss referred to mathematics as "the Queen of the Sciences". The
specialization restricting the meaning of "science" to natural science follows the rise of Baconian science ,
which contrasted "natural science" to scholasticism , the Aristotelean method of inquiring from first principles.
The role of empirical experimentation and observation is negligible in mathematics, compared to natural
sciences such as biology , chemistry , or physics. Albert Einstein stated that "as far as the laws of mathematics
refer to reality, they are not certain; and as far as they are certain, they do not refer to reality. Mathematics
shares much in common with many fields in the physical sciences, notably the exploration of the logical
consequences of assumptions. Intuition and experimentation also play a role in the formulation of conjectures
in both mathematics and the other sciences. Experimental mathematics continues to grow in importance within
mathematics, and computation and simulation are playing an increasing role in both the sciences and
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mathematics. The opinions of mathematicians on this matter are varied. Many mathematicians [46] feel that to
call their area a science is to downplay the importance of its aesthetic side, and its history in the traditional
seven liberal arts ; others[ who? One way this difference of viewpoint plays out is in the philosophical debate
as to whether mathematics is created as in art or discovered as in science. It is common to see universities
divided into sections that include a division of Science and Mathematics, indicating that the fields are seen as
being allied but that they do not coincide. In practice, mathematicians are typically grouped with scientists at
the gross level but separated at finer levels. This is one of many issues considered in the philosophy of
mathematics. At first these were found in commerce, land measurement , architecture and later astronomy ;
today, all sciences suggest problems studied by mathematicians, and many problems arise within mathematics
itself. But often mathematics inspired by one area proves useful in many areas, and joins the general stock of
mathematical concepts. A distinction is often made between pure mathematics and applied mathematics.
However pure mathematics topics often turn out to have applications, e. This remarkable fact, that even the
"purest" mathematics often turns out to have practical applications, is what Eugene Wigner has called " the
unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics ". For those who are mathematically inclined, there is often a
definite aesthetic aspect to much of mathematics. Many mathematicians talk about the elegance of
mathematics, its intrinsic aesthetics and inner beauty. Simplicity and generality are valued. He identified
criteria such as significance, unexpectedness, inevitability, and economy as factors that contribute to a
mathematical aesthetic. Notation, language, and rigor Main article: Mathematical notation Leonhard Euler ,
who created and popularized much of the mathematical notation used today Most of the mathematical notation
in use today was not invented until the 16th century. Modern notation makes mathematics much easier for the
professional, but beginners often find it daunting. According to Barbara Oakley , this can be attributed to the
fact that mathematical ideas are both more abstract and more encrypted than those of natural language.
Mathematical language also includes many technical terms such as homeomorphism and integrable that have
no meaning outside of mathematics. Additionally, shorthand phrases such as iff for " if and only if " belong to
mathematical jargon. There is a reason for special notation and technical vocabulary: Mathematicians refer to
this precision of language and logic as "rigor". Mathematical proof is fundamentally a matter of rigor.
Mathematicians want their theorems to follow from axioms by means of systematic reasoning. This is to avoid
mistaken " theorems ", based on fallible intuitions, of which many instances have occurred in the history of the
subject. Misunderstanding the rigor is a cause for some of the common misconceptions of mathematics.
Today, mathematicians continue to argue among themselves about computer-assisted proofs. Since large
computations are hard to verify, such proofs may not be sufficiently rigorous. Nonetheless mathematics is
often imagined to be as far as its formal content nothing but set theory in some axiomatization, in the sense
that every mathematical statement or proof could be cast into formulas within set theory. Areas of
mathematics and Glossary of areas of mathematics An abacus , a simple calculating tool used since ancient
times Mathematics can, broadly speaking, be subdivided into the study of quantity, structure, space, and
change i. In addition to these main concerns, there are also subdivisions dedicated to exploring links from the
heart of mathematics to other fields: While some areas might seem unrelated, the Langlands program has
found connections between areas previously thought unconnected, such as Galois groups , Riemann surfaces
and number theory. Foundations and philosophy In order to clarify the foundations of mathematics , the fields
of mathematical logic and set theory were developed. Mathematical logic includes the mathematical study of
logic and the applications of formal logic to other areas of mathematics; set theory is the branch of
mathematics that studies sets or collections of objects. Category theory , which deals in an abstract way with
mathematical structures and relationships between them, is still in development. The phrase "crisis of
foundations" describes the search for a rigorous foundation for mathematics that took place from
approximately to Mathematical logic is concerned with setting mathematics within a rigorous axiomatic
framework, and studying the implications of such a framework. Therefore, no formal system is a complete
axiomatization of full number theory. Modern logic is divided into recursion theory , model theory , and proof
theory , and is closely linked to theoretical computer science ,[ citation needed ] as well as to category theory.
In the context of recursion theory, the impossibility of a full axiomatization of number theory can also be
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formally demonstrated as a consequence of the MRDP theorem. Theoretical computer science includes
computability theory , computational complexity theory , and information theory. Complexity theory is the
study of tractability by computer; some problems, although theoretically solvable by computer, are so
expensive in terms of time or space that solving them is likely to remain practically unfeasible, even with the
rapid advancement of computer hardware.
5: Scratch Programming for Elementary School Students | Johns Hopkins Center for Talented Youth
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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We use cookies to distinguish you from other users and to provide you with a better experience on our websites. Close
this message to accept cookies or find out how to manage your cookie settings.
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Search the history of over billion web pages on the Internet.

8: Mathematics - Open Textbook Library
"One of the most common cross curricular benefits of computer programming is that the kids have an easier time
learning math skills," says Michelle Lagos, a computer science teacher who uses Tynker in elementary classes at the
American School in Tegucigalpa, Honduras.

9: Hot Topics! Mathematics and Programming | Hoagies' Gifted
It's relevant. Our curriculum was created with the Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA) standards in mind,
but also includes opportunities to support national Math, English Language Arts, and Science standards.
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